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1 Summary
This User's Guide summarizes the task done for the preparation of an online webbased tool that is able to produce relevant information for drought assessment. It is
also an overview of the structure and characteristics of this product, with some
useful examples of it possible use.

1.1 Context of this User's Guide
The Caribbean Assessment of Regional Drought (CARiDRO) User's Guide have
been prepared with the aim to share with the CARIWIG Project partners the details of
the work done by INSMET and the CCCCC in order to produce a useful and practical
tool. By doing this, we expect to ensure further developments of it based on the new
ideas and suggestions that can emerge when CARiDRO being used.

2 General description of the CARiDRO tool
CARiDRO have been designed to allow the access and to process several datasets
available from Regional/Global Climate Model, as well as a number of grid point
observed-based dataset. The tool is able to provide results based on two Drought
Indexes, the Standardized Precipitation Index (McKee, 1993) or the Standardized
Evapotranspiration-Precipitation Index (Serrano et al, 2010). The former (SPI) is a
well know and very popular drought index being used in many regions to assess and
to monitor the drought events.
The other one (SPEI) was designed mainly to
evaluate the impact of climate change (the warming) on drought and it is based on
water balance instead of precipitation only. In this case, the evapotranspiration
values (used to compute de water balance) were calculated using the Thornwaite
formulation. The decision to use Thornwaite equation is supported in the simplicity of
it computation as well as in the fact that the SPEI values estimated by other more
complex equations (such as Penman-Monteith) do not change the drought events
detection.
As both SPI and SPEI indexes are calculated at various time scales (i. e. 1-months,
2-months, 6-months, 36-months, etc) they enable the identification of different
drought types such as meteorological or hydrological drought. Thus the application of
CARiDRO tool can help to assess the potential risk of those different kind of drought
in the future.
The core of CARiDRO is a combination of tools such as the Climate Data Operators
(CDO) (Schulzweida, 2013), GrADS and Fortran codes. CDO operators and GrADS
scripts are used to make some data processing and file manipulation while Fortran
code make the SPI or SPEI calculations. The SPEI codes is an adaptation of the
original code available at http://sac.csic.es/spei/. GrADS scripts were build by
INSMET team to produce similar products (graphics and tables) than those used as
part of the Drought Monitoring System in Cuba (Cutie et al 2014).
The way we develop the tool allow many people to access to the observed datasets
and climate model outputs without getting the original and post-processed database,
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which could be hard to manage for many of the users. Even when the tool can be
installed as an stand along system, there is a need of previous tasks related with
data preprocessing in order to ensure proper functionality of CARiDRO, these tasks
are not evident and needs advisory from CARiDRO developers.
The front page of the web on-line system is the simpler component of the tool and in
its current version was designed just to capture the user's parameters to calculate
the indexes (SPI or SPEI) for: i) a single grid point; ii) a group of grid points in a
define area; iii) a Lat or Lon cross sections; and iv) an area average of a define
region. Others parameters can be selected such as the time periods for calculations
or the thresholds for drought intensities among others. Later in this document we will
explain in more detail the users facilities to select between different options available
in the system and the possible outputs that can be provided.
Once the user define his/her options in the web form, the tool run the fortran code
which according with the user selection and produce the outputs for SPI or SPEI
indexes. CDO commands and GrADS scripts are then executed to generate different
kind of outputs in form of tables and graphics that can be used to make the analysis.
Netcdf as well as kml and tif files are also produced to facilitate further analysis in
other tools like GIS.
Although the system is quite simple to use, it is important to clarify that at this stage,
the tool is not suitable for general users/stakeholders without technical background
on climatology, thus the advisory from climate experts should be needed. We think
that CARiDRO have many facilities that ensure that a variety of analysis can be
make in a simpler way by users with some experience in meteorology/climatology.
For those teams that combine persons with different technical backgrounds this tool
could be extremely useful.

3 Using the CARiDRO tool
As we stated before, CARiDRO was designed to facilitate drought assessment in the
context of the Caribbean and Central America regions, being a flexible system that
accommodate as many as possible the different users requirements. The on-line tool
is composed by two main sections: a descriptive section were the user can find
information on who use the tool as well as terms and concepts that are useful. The
other section is where the user can filled up a form with different fields that allows to
produce result accordingly. The form and its fields are described in detail in Table 1,
while an example of the form appears in Figure 1. The CARiDRO tool works as an
hidden engine that search the appropriate dataset and calculate the selected drought
index following the parameters defined by the user in the front page. By combining
different kind of parameters the user can obtain different results in a relative easy
way.
Table 1. Description of the web form's fields to run the CARiDRO tool
Fields

Description

The four blank Used to set up the coordinates the user want to use to
fields over the define a region (different values of both latitude and
map
longitude), a grid point (same latitude and same
longitude), a latitude cross section (different latitudes
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and a same longitude) or a longitude cross section the range -94.5 to -50. Note that
(same latitude and different longitudes).
longitude values should be always
negative.
Model/data

Just to select the model or the observed dataset for the In this version the available
analysis
observed dataset are CRUTS3.1
and the University of Delaware.
Model dataset are the outputs of the
HadRCM model perturbed by 6
versions of HadGCMQ, plus the
ECHAM5. All this options are
predefined

Drought index

Select between SPI and SPEI drought indexes

SPI or SPEI

Time-step

The lag or time-step use to compute the drought index

Have predefined values such as 1,
3, 6, 9,12,18,24,36 and 48

Start Date R

The start date (year) for the period of Reference

These four fields have predefined
values depending on the model/data
selection. If model/data is CRU or
UDEL, the range of the four fields
will be 1901-2009, otherwise the
range will be 1961-2070 or 19612099.

End Date R

The end date (year) for the period of Reference

Start Date A

The start date (year) for the period of Assessment

End Date A

The end date (year) for the period of Assessment

Mod Drought

Used together with Sev Drought value to define the All theses values should be negative
range of moderate drought
and greater than -3. The defaults
values are the same used by McKee
(1993). As a negative SPI/SPEI
indicates water deficits, the lower
values of the indexes are associated
with stronger drought events.

Sev Drought

Used together with Ext
range of severe drought

Ext Drought

Used to define de extreme drought

Drought value to define the

Other threshold Is used to add more flexibility defining an additional Should be negative and greater than
threshold that is used in some general statistics
-3
Months Drought Used to define the minimum number of months that It is a predefined field with a range
should be considered to count a drought event. In some of 1-12
case it is used in conjunction with Other threshold field
to generate some products
Type
Analysis

of An option that add versatility to the tool. This field is Have predefined values: Grid
used in combination with the user's defined coordinates Points, Area Average, Lat Cross,
to produce area averages, grid points (for maps or time Lon Cross
series), latitude cross section by averaging longitudes
or longitude cross sections by averaging latitudes

Land-Sea Mask Just to define if the analysis are made for the land and Predefine values are: 0-Mask and 1sea areas or just for land
no Mask
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Figure 1. CARiDRO core form showing the options to run the tool.

3.1 Producing Maps of drought statistics and other graphic
information
To obtain maps with drought assessment and statistics, the user just need to fix a
range of latitudes as well as longitudes (example, lat 6 and 27 and lon -93 and -58)
using the blank fields over the map and select “grid points” in the field Type of
Analysis.
The Maps (Figure 2) reflect the frequency by drought categories according with the
user values specified in the fields Mod Drought, Sev Drought and Ext Drought. In
this case, the normal range is automatically defined by the negative Mod Drought
value and its positive magnitude. The General Summary Statistics maps reflect
different statistics which are computed on the base of the Other Threshold (OT) field
value. These general statistics are the number of months with drought index below
OT, the percentage of months with drought index below OT, the maximum
consecutive number of months with drought index below or equal OT and the number
of drought events (a drought event is defined as a consecutive number of months
greater or equal than Months Drought in which drought index is less or equal to OT.
It should be noted that, in this example, the Drought Index was SPI, the Time-Scale
was 12, while both the Dates R and Dates A were the same (1961-2000).
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Figure 2. Number of drought events by drought categories (left panels) and statistical
features of drought index. The drought index, time-scale, model and time period are
specified in the title section of each panel.

The other relevant information produced in this case is the time-serie of the
percentage of area covered by each drought category (Figure 3). Thus it is ease to
identify how the drought affects a region in terms of intensity and extension. The user
should note that area covered time series will be different depending on the choice in
the Land-Sea Mask field. Thus if the user select “Mask” the area covered is
calculated just for land grid points, otherwise all grid point within the selected area
are used.

Figure 3. Percentage of the area covered by different drought categories. The
drought index, the area as well as other relevant information are shown in the
title as well as in the legend at the bottom of the graphic.
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In this case, three files in netcdf format are also generated to allow the user to
produce additional analysis by his/her own resources or tools. One of the files
contain the drought index values for each grid points and each month of the entire
period of assessment. A second file have the fields of drought frequency by
categories (Figure 2, left panel) while the third one is for the same four statistics
showed in Figure 2 (right panel).
Two tar files are also available to be downloaded. These files contain .tif and .kml
files which can be used in GIS for other analysis the user wants. One of the tar files
compress the tif and kml files of the maps in the left panel of Figure 2, while the other
have the maps of right panel.

3.2 Area average or one grid point outputs
Every time the user select “Area Average” in the Type of Analysis field or if the
selection of the coordinates are relative to a single grid point, the system produce the
same kind of graphical information (Figures 4-6) because the input data are in fact a
single time serie (the area average or a single grid point). Of course as the meaning
is different in each case, the interpretation should also be different. There are other
cases in which the tool is “forced” to produce such output and this happen when the
inputs in the coordinates and the Type of Analysis fields doesn't match properly. It
is important to say that when the tool produce an “Area Average” the drought indexes
are calculated by averaging first all grid point valid values of precipitation (SPI) or
water balance (SPEI) within the selected area. Thus, it is not an area average of SPI
or SPEI values.
Figure 4 shown the first two tables produced when this kind of analysis is carried out.
As the maps in Figure 2, these tables reflects general statistics as well as drought
statistics by categories which have the same meaning like those shown in the maps
in Figure 2.

Figure 4 Drought general statistics based on OT field (left panel) and categories statistics
based on user choices categories thresholds

A time serie with the values of the drought index is also plotted together with various
histograms for consecutive months periods (Figure 5). In the time serie plot the
drought categories are drawn as horizontal lines facilitating the identification of those
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periods when the index fall within or below some user-defined thresholds. The
information provided by the histograms allow to know how frequent are different
consecutive months periods that are detected in the series. These histograms are
computed for all negative values of the index as well as for each of the three userdefined thresholds (Mod Drought, Sev Drought and Ext Drought).
The last plot of this section is a representation of the month/year index variations
(Figure 6). This graphic have the same information than the time serie but is
visualized in other way to facilitate the analysis and interpretations.

Figure 5 Time serie of drought index (left) and histograms for consecutive months periods
according to different thresholds (right)

Figure 6 Month/year variation pattern of the drought index. Hashed
areas are described in the legend at the bottom of the graph

As was stated before the plots for single grid points are similar to those obtained for
area average and allow to develop point to point calculations to produce point to
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point assessment of drought process as is shown in the example in Figure 7. Note
that in this case the drought index is SPEI.

Figure 7 Example of plots for a single grid point

3.3 Latitude/Longitude cross sections
An additional facility added to CARiDRO is the possibility to plot the results of the
analysis as latitude or longitude cross sections for a fix latitude (longitude) or by
averaging latitude (longitude). The cross sections for a fixed latitude or longitude
can be obtained by means of the coordinates values (e.g when latitude values are
equal, the longitude ones should be a range or vice versa). Averaging latitude or
longitude to create a cross section needs that the user define an area with the
coordinate fields, then Type of Analysis option can be used to set up “Lat Cross or
Lon Cross” (eg “Lat Cross” for longitude average and latitudinal variation).
Figure 8 shown an example of “Lon Cross” section plots where the latitude is the
average from 5N to 25N. On the other hand Figure 9 presents a cross section where
the latitude is fixed at 25N.
It should be recognized that cross sections facilities have been added to CARiDRO
in order to increase the tool's flexibility and to provide other kind of analysis. We
believe, however, that this capacity could be more relevant for research purposes
than for applications ones.
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Figure 8. An example of latitude average from Lon Cross option x axis represent the
longitudes

4 Practical examples of drought assessment
Having explained the general facilities of the CARiDRO, it will be good to
demonstrate how to use the tool to conduct drought assessment studies. By doing
this we will not make detailed analysis or deeply assessments, we simply show the
possible use of the tool.
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4.1 Comparing the model outputs and observation in representing
the drought process characteristics
First lets go to evaluate how a particular model simulates drought events by
comparing the model results against an observed dataset. It is important to realize
that there are many different issues when comparing regional simulations (mainly
when they come from RCM outputs driven by GCM and emission scenarios) with
observations. However, what the tool allow is a simple and easy way to facilitate this
process.
Figure 9 shown the spatial drought statistics for CRU and ECHAM5 for the 19612000 period according with a fixed threshold of SPEI for 12-months. A simpler
inspection indicate some similarities in the spatial patterns whilst local differences are
also appreciated. For instance, the ECHAM5 spatial pattern for a number of drought
events for SPI12 lower than OT (in this case -1.0) and a duration greater than
Months Drought (in this case 6 months) looks similar to the CRU pattern, but there
are major local differences in some areas Central and South America.

Figure 9. Drought statistics for CRU (left) and ECHAM5 (right) according with an userdefined threshold of -1.0 for SPI12

Largest differences emerge when explore how ECHAM5 simulate the areas affected
by drought categories during the study period. Figure 10 clearly demonstrate that
time series of CRU and ECHAM5 does not match for any of the drought intensities. A
subjective inspection of this figure indicate that the area covered by moderate
droughts are largest in the model but the contrary happens when extremely drought
are considered. Assessing these characteristics over other spatial areas can be used
to test where the model produces less or more accurate results (see for example the
second row in Figure 10)
Such kind of analysis can be extended to other models available in CARiDRO. The
Figure 11 shown a very simple comparison between CRU and the models available
as a way to reflect some aspects of model uncertainty. It should be note that each of
the graphs in the Figure 11 were produced separately and they have different scales
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in the y-axis. However, as CARiDRO tool makes available the files with the index
values, the user can download it and combine all those files (one for each model)
together to produce new representations. This feature is not available in this version
of the tool, but it will be included in the next future.

Figure 11. Percentage of the area covered by SPI12 drought categories for CRU observed
dataset (left) and ECHAM5 simulation (right). The first row correspond with the land areas
of Figure 9, while the second is for an small area centred over Cuba. Drought categories
were defined according with the user thresholds.

4.2 Assessing the effects of climate change on drought process
Lets continue making reference to the SPI12 index and calculate it for a grid point
over Cuba to produce one example of how to assess the effects of climate change on
drought. This can be done in two ways. One is to compute the index and to produce
the drought characteristics for a “current climate” (here the reference dates and the
assessment dates are the same, but for the present) and for a future period (the
reference dates and the assessment dates are the same, but for the future)
separately and compare them. The other way is to estimate the drought for a current
period in a similar manner to the previous case, but at this time the calculation of
future is made by setting up the reference dates as the “current climate” and the
assessment dates as the future.
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Figure 12. Percentage of the area covered by SPI12 drought categories for CRU observed
dataset (left) and ECHAM5 simulation (right). The first row correspond with the land areas
of Figure 9, while the second is for an small area centred over Cuba. Drought categories
were defined according with the user thresholds.

The tables in Figure 13 demonstrate that the drought process in the particular grid
point being considered will not have significant changes from the period 1961-2000
to 2001-2050 period. Just the extreme drought category reflects a future increase,
while the other drought categories decrease. The general decrease in the drought
process can be due to the increase in the percentage of the normal category as well
as the decrease in the occurrence of wet categories. The graphs of the second row
of Figure 13 provide additional and useful features for the characterization of drought
processes. This additional information serves to identify the periods where drought
occurs and when they are prolonged and intensive.
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Figure 13 The SPI statistics by categories (first row) for the “current climate” 1961-2000
(left), the future: 2001-2050 (middle) and future vs “current” 2001-2050 vs 1961-2000
(right). SPI12 time series (second row) for 1961-2000 (left), 2001-2050 (middle) and 19612050 (right)

4.3 Using the SPEI to represent the drought process
All the previous examples have been based just on SPI drought index. However, as
was stated before, CARiDRO also include the SPEI to make drought analysis. In
this sense an example related with the use of SPEI will help to show other
possibilities of the tool. For example, if the comparison between CRU and ECHAM5
is done again for SPEI instead of SPI, some interesting results can be found. First
the drought statistics for both datasets are very similar for the period 1961-2000
(Figure 14, first row) and despite of the differences between both time series (Figure
14, middle row), they have similar trends indicating the increase in the occurrence of
droughts. Note that the scale of y-axis is not the same in both graph and thus the
amplitude of the SPEI12 time serie for CRU seems to be greater (but it is not) than
ECHAM5. Similar conclusions can be arise from the inspection of the time series of
the area covered by different drought categories.
The ECHAM5 trend to more frequent drought events in the 1961-2000 period is more
intensive when the 1961-2050 period is considered (Figure 15, left). However for SPI
such kind of trend does not exist, suggesting the influence of the increase in
temperatures over evaporanspiration and at the same time over water balance. A
simple inspection of both graphics indicate that temperature effects seem to be
dominant since the 30's when the divergence between both series start to be more
clear and pronounced.
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Figure 14 The SPEI general statistics (first row) for CRU (left) and ECHAM5 (right); SPEI
area average time series (middle row) and time series for area covered by drought
categories (bottom row)
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Figure 15 Area average time series of SPI (left) and SPEI (right) for 1961-2050 from
ECHAM5 model dataset
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